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Everyone said one after another: “It must be the Kingdom of God! The world coalition forces are at stake
now, how can they have the time to attack us?

“Yes, besides the kingdom of God, who else would dare to beat us!”

“It’s definitely the kingdom of God!!!”

Everyone agreed that it was the kingdom of God.

The person that Agent Black Hawk thought of subconsciously was Levi Garrison!

After all, he knew Levi Garrison’s true strength.

Moreover, it has been fighting, but Levi Garrison has not been seen.

He must be making a big move!

And Black Hawk agents have been observing the situation. The Kingdom of God’s base camp has just
been attacked, so is it here to fight against the Eagle Kingdom? ? ?This must be problematic!
Mostly a tactic!

It’s just that Agent Black Hawk didn’t have time to interrupt.

Someone on the other side immediately heard the result.

“It is the weapon of the kingdom of God! I just found it! The weapons of the kingdom of God are all
bombarding us!”

“They lined up in all directions and bombarded us with advanced weapons!”

“At the moment when there is still no major offensive, it is estimated that we are testing us first!”

“What shall we do now at the head of the bureau?”

…

Everyone looked at Smith and other senior executives.

Waiting for their resolution.

Smith was even more certain that this was a conspiracy, and he did not dare to attack, but only
bombarded with weapons.

To be afraid is to intensify the contradiction between the Kingdom of War Eagle and the Kingdom of
God.

Let the Kingdom of War Eagle take action, and let’s deal with the Kingdom of God together…

Several people in Smith looked gloomy and discussed a few words.

Leaving from this command room, I guess I went to contact it.

At this time, Agent Black Hawk received a message!

From Levi Garrison!

Scared him into a cold sweat!

Because Levi Garrison determined his position, he even knew where he stood in the command room.

